The Five Social Virtues and
Fifteen Practices That Support Them

**Proactive Compassion:** Anticipating and Responding to Vulnerabilities

1. Respond to risks revealed by specialization
2. Intercept harms triggered by change
3. Address gaps between assigned responsibilities

**Deep Discernment:** Discovering Bedrock Values

1. Distinguish values from means
2. Be vigilant about accumulating harms
3. Honor multiple points of view

**Intentional Imagination:** Expanding What’s Possible

1. Examine assumptions
2. Extend known resources
3. Excavate concealed resources

**Inclusive Integrity:** Reworking Cooperation So Everyone Can Thrive

1. Enlist flexible specialists
2. Anticipate predictable weaknesses
3. Treat every plan as a hypothesis

**Creative Courage:** Embracing the Risks of Engagement

1. Address the failing hypothesis
2. Confront imbalanced benefits without undue blame
3. Hold tight to the cooperative vision
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